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Comments on the charts
� The higher exports are, the greater the 

economic growth.
� Some East-Asian countries do best in both

accounts (Japan, South Korea, Malaysia, 
Thailandia, Vietnam).

� Hong Kong and Singapore are city-country and are not
representative.

� For Taiwan data are difficult to find.

� By 2015, these East-Asian economies 
accounted for over 16 percent of world 
merchandise exports even though they had just 
over 10 percent of world GDP. 
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Comments on the chart

� Such East Asian countries exhibit high 
growth of both exports and imports (as
share of GDP).

� Japan in the 1960-1980 period.
� US is taken as reference.
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The contrast

� Latin American countries exhibit both
inward orientation and low growth.

� Argentina and Chile are, in particular, rich
of natural resources, and in the 1960s are 
expected to have high economic
development.
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The issue
� Is opening up the economy the key to economic 

growth?
� Are exports able to lead a country to its

economic growth? Are exports able to drive 
investments and technical progress?

� Or the reverse. Are investments and technical
progress the engine of economic growth and of
the success of international trade? 

� Is the economy driven by the demand side or by
the supply side?

� The issue is still very open.
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Our textbook

� Gerber takes a supply side view.
� High savings � high investments � high 

technology � economic growth (+∆Y) �
high exports and imports.

� Moving from the illiterate population to 
basic schooling� high growth of human
capital � high increase of productivity �

high exports and imports.
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The economic argument

� There are no special feature but high 
saving and education.

� No special autonomous or cultural 
productivity factor.

� This can be seen from Growth Accounting.
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Growth Accounting
� Y = F(L,K) = A La Kb

a+b=1 constant returns to scale
A  represents technology or TFP
i.e. the productivity of all factors, L and K

� Taking log of the equation:
lnY = lnA + a lnL + b ln K

� Taking the detivative with respect to time:
dlnY/dt = (dlnA/dt) + a (dlnL/dt) + b (dlnK/dt)           

� so that   
gY = gA + agL+ bgK (g = growth rate)
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The Total Factor Productivity

� Generalizing with human capital H (education): 
gY = gA + agL + bgK + cgH (where a+b+c=1)
This is the growth rate de-composition
where gA is the TFP growth.

� By re-arranging:
gA = gY - agL - bgK - cgH

this is a residual because data are available only
for g, gL, gK ,gH

� In the East-Asian countries, gA is a small
contributing factor to growth (like the US), and 
(gK ,gH) are important factors.
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Additional institutionalist arguments

(A) The policies aimed at promoting exports rather 
than opening the internal market to free trade.
Typical policies (targeting industries & 
performance):
- tax benefits and subsidized credits to exports,
- providing tariff-free access to imports of capital 
equipment (and new technologies) used to 
manufacture exports.
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Additional institutionalist arguments (cont)

(B) Policies aimed at stabilizing the 
macroeconomic environment. E.g.:
- strict control over inflation,
- sound management of government debts,
� no real appreciation of the currency,
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Additional institutionalist arguments (cont)

(C) Policies aimed at stabilizing the social 
environment. E.g.:
- secure property rights, and competent and 
well-paid/educated bureaucracies,
- good public services (free public education, 
free basic health care, rural infrastructures, land 
reform). 
� low economic and social inequalities.
However, the control of the economy sometimes
penalised democracy (in South Korea, 
Singapore).
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Additional institutionalist arguments (cont)

(D) Policies to stabilise the relationship between
policy makers and businessmen.
Deliberation councils: quasi-legislative bodies 
that bring together representatives from the 
private and the public sectors. 
- They deal with industry and policy issues, such 
as the government budget.

- Policy makers and businessmen bargain over
public benefits in exchange to performance 
requirements (export targets) �little rent-
seeking, high trust, much information flows.
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Conclusion
� There is no “East-Asian miracle”.

� The critical but not exceptional factors that 
explain growth are:
(1) increasing equality, 

(2) rapid accumulation of savings and high rates 
of investment, 
(3) rapid increases in levels of schooling, 

(4) rapid growth of manufactured exports, and 
(5) stable macroeconomic environments. 
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